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LET THE CELEBRATIONS
BE-GIN, RUM AND
MORE IN 2022!
Firstly, a big welcome from all at The Gin To My Tonic!
After 3 years we are finally back in Cardiff and ready and waiting to fill
Motorpoint Arena to the brim with the beautiful craft creations of the UK’s
very best distillers. As always, our aim is to champion the craft and graft
of small- batch distillers old and new, introduce you to new gin, rum and
spirits you might not have discovered before, and leave you feeling suitably
inspired both in person at our events and from afar.
Our online community is the beating heart of The Gin To My Tonic and
it continues to grow with daily perfect-serve posts on Facebook and
Instagram, an ever expanding selection of craft gins and spirits on our online
Store, and our newly launched VIP Gin Club. Plus, you’ll discover exclusives
you won’t find anywhere else with our ever-growing Festival Collection
including the newly launched Cherry Gin and Cherry Rum. It’s the little
things that help make us one of the largest gin and spirit communities in
the UK and beyond, all perfectly paired with Fever-Tree.
And it’s not just about Gin this year as we add a bigger focus to other
spirit categories including Rum! We want to raise awareness of distillers
regardless of spirit category, so you’ll be able to use our helpful new guide
layout to find spirits beyond just Gin within the Show.
Whether this is your first event with us or you are a ‘gin to my tonic’ returnee,
we would just like to say a big heartfelt thank you. From the outside looking
in The Gin To My Tonic may look like a large business, but we are actually a
relatively small but super-passionate team with a real love for craft spirits
that we hope shines through in all that we do.
Thank you for joining us on this spirited adventure – we love nothing more
than celebrating craft spirits with you all.
Many Thanks,

Paul & The Gin To My Tonic Team
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CONTENTS
An Aladdin’s cave of craft spirits await all that attend as distillers old
and new unite to take you on the ultimate spirit adventure. You’ll be
able to enjoy unlimited tasting samples as you work the room to better
understand your palate, with a choice of over 250 craft gins and spirits,
but that’s not all…
Find your perfect spirit
Our Distillers are sharing Gin, Rum, Vodka, Whisky and More,
meaning there’s something for everyone!
Like what you’ve tried?
Why not treat yourself to a full size drink, artisan cocktail or
bottle to add to your collection.
Fancy learning more?
Join our immersive workshops and masterclasses lead by industry experts.
Want to relax and have fun?
Take a seat and let our bar team serve up some exclusives.
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MASTERCLASS PROGRAMME
Stirred Not Shaken
In association with The Gower Gin Company
7.15pm / 12.45pm / 6.45pm
GŴYR Night Star / Seren y Nos is a very special release in
celebration of World Martini Day. Inspired by the Vesper
Martini which James Bond creates in Casino Royale, you’ll
be able to sit back and relax as the Gower Gin Company
Team share more about this brand new creation and
mix up a mini Martini with their award-winning Welsh
Vermouth.
Gower Pirated and Bee Friendly
In association with Mor-Ladron Rum
7.30pm / 1.00pm / 7.00pm
Môr-Ladron mean ‘pirates’ or ‘sea-thieves’ in Welsh.
Môr-Ladron Organic Rum is unashamedly pirate! The
shipwrecks, place names and hideaways on the Gower
Peninsula reveal the area’s pirate history. Come and grab a
taste of this award-winning rum, which also supports beefriendly projects in Wales.
Become a Gin VIP
In association with The Gin To My Tonic
8.00pm / 1.45pm / 7.45pm
The Gin To My Tonic Co-Founder, Paul, will be taking to the
stage to share the story of The Gin To My Tonic so far and
sample a range of exclusively launched gins from our VIP
Gin Club that you won’t find anywhere else…
Each month, The Gin To My Tonic release a brand new never
before seen gin in collaboration with our distiller of the
month, with botanicals chosen to excite and delight. We’ll
be talking through the releases so far, and even sampling
a couple along the way to give you a taste of what being a
Gin VIP is all about.
Now Legal Gin and Rum
In association with Old Bakery Distillery
8.45pm / 2.30pm / 8.30pm
Whilst restoring an Old Bakery back to its full glory,
Founder Ian discovered a secret – over a century ago illegal
gin was made and sold in the bakery. Today, the distillery
are proud producers of both Gin & Rum, and they are proud
to be sampling both whilst giving you a little insight into
their story so far.
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DISCOVER A WORLD
OF CRAFT SPIRITS
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DISTILLER CHECKLIST
With hundreds of spirits available to sample plan your
time wisely with our helpful checklist
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GIN BAR MENU
The Gin To My Tonic Festival Range
25 ml with Fever Tree Mixer - £6
50 ml with Fever Tree Mixer - £8.50
No.1 Yuzu & Szechuan Pepper*
Indian Tonic

Save £5.00 and take home
a bottle today for £29.99!*

No.2 Watermelon
Cucumber Tonic
No.3 Raspberry & Mango
Elderflower Tonic
No.4 Apple & Lemon
Mediterranean Tonic
No.5 Blueberry Old Tom
Elderflower Tonic
No.6 Orange & Passionfruit
Mediterranean Tonic or Passion Fruit & Lime Tonic
No.7 Peach & Pineapple
Elderflower Tonic
No.8 Belgian Chocolate & Coconut
Indian Tonic or Ginger Ale
No.9 Cherry Gin
Rhubarb & Raspberry Tonic or Indian Tonic
Folly London Dry Gin
Indian Tonic or Rhubarb & Raspberry Tonic
Folly Pink Gin
Elderflower Tonic
Folly Rose Gin
Elderflower Tonic
TGTMT X Locksley Olive & Basil Gin
Mediterranean Tonic
Three Wrens Exquisite Citrus Gin
Mediterranean Tonic
Poetic License Habenero, Mango and Lime Gin
Indian Tonic
Secret Garden Distillery – Pinot Noir Gin
Light Indian Tonic

*Excluded from Connoisseur welcome drink
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RUM BAR MENU
The Gin To My Tonic Range
25 ml with Fever Tree Mixer - £6
50 ml with Fever Tree Mixer - £8.50
The Gin To My Tonic Cherry Rum
Madagascan Cola
Project #173 Pineapple Rum
Ginger Ale
Jaffa Cake Rum
Madagascan Cola
Tidal Rum
Mexican Lime Soda
Twin Fin Coconut & Lychee Rum
Premium Lemonade
The Severed Hand Roasted Hazelnut Rum
Madagascan Cola
Rum Ting Passionfruit Rum
Premium Lemonade
Rosemullion Chocolate Rum
Madagascan Cola
Beaufort Three Tides Smoked Botanical Rum
Smoky Ginger Ale or Madagascan Cola
Bandetti Club
Ginger Beer or Madagascan Cola
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MEET THE MAKERS
1.

6 O’Clock Gin
6 O’clock Gin is a range of strikingly smooth artisan gins, handcrafted in small batches, using
traditional skills and only the best natural ingredients. They are a craft gin brand owned and
operated by the family-run, artisan spirit company, Bramley & Gage, based in Thornbury on the
outskirts of Bristol. The name was inspired by a long-held family tradition of indulging in a G&T
at 6 O’clock; a custom still enjoyed at the distillery and shared by gin-lovers all over the world.

2. Baa Baa Rum
Born in Bali, Made in Wales. BaaBaa Rum is a new take on traditional spiced rum, stepping away
from the standard “pirate” trend. Baa Baa bring you signature smoothness, tropical flavours and
the taste of paradise in every glass! The story starts in the tropical paradise of Bali. Whilst sitting
back and taking in the truly breath-taking scenery, the team had an idea: let’s combine the
flavours of paradise with our favourite drink - spiced rum! BaaBaa botanically infused Rum is
delicately hand crafted and twice distilled. It’s blended with the finest botanicals sourced both
locally and from around the world and mixed with the purest of Welsh water all within the very
heart of Wales. Founded in 2021 by brothers in-law Ben and James, BaaBaa rum is spicing up
the rum game – treat yourself and have a BaaBaa!
3. Barry Island Spirits Co.
Barry Island Spirits Co is a family-run business creating award-winning small-batch spirits in
the Vale of Glamorgan. Barry Island Welsh Dry Gin’s botanical blend is led by blood orange and
fresh lime zest. Winner of a Great Taste Award 2021, it appeared in the Sunday Times Magazine,
is stocked by Heston Blumenthal’s Michelin Star restaurant, and spotted in Body Coach Joe
Wick’s home. The 2022 Gin Guide Awards named Barry Island Pink Dry Gin as a Flavoured Gin
category winner, Barry Island Dry Gin as Highly Commended (Traditional Gin Category) and
Barry Island Spirits as a Design & Branding Winner.
4. Berkshire Botanical
An Artisan spirits collection based around the stunning 9,000 acre Yattendon Estate in West
Berkshire. Their philosophy is to create enduring, sustainable botanical spirits and liqueurs using
the inspiration of botanicals growing on the Estate. Distilled in handsome pot still, Harry, who
resides in the wonderful The Royal Oak Pub & Hotel right in the heart of Yattendon.
5. Brighton Gin
Brighton Gin is a super-premium, small batch gin, genuinely handmade in their little Brighton
distillery. Each bottle is filled, labelled and wax sealed by hand, the distinctive blue/green colour
being that of the city’s famous seafront railings. It is made using the purest organic wheat spirit,
juniper, fresh orange and lime zest, locally-grown coriander seed and milk thistle, which is
indigenous to the South Downs and renowned for its kindness to the liver function. Brighton
Gin has won over 20 awards in its lifetime, most recently double gold at the IWSC 2022
6. Brockmans Gin
Brockmans, the ‘Properly Improper Gin” is unlike any other gin you tasted before. Crafted
with ‘Dark Berries and Noble Traditions’, it is a revelation of unexpected individual taste for gin
enthusiasts and novices alike. It stands proudly alone from other types of gin due to the unique
recipe of “Proper” traditional botanicals and time-honoured patient steeping distillation process
together with “Improper” botanicals like aromatic wild blackberries and blueberries, refreshing
citrus and coriander, presented in an attractive dark tactile bottle. The unrivalled smooth taste
of this beautifully crafted gin can be enjoyed simply neat over ice. It is refreshingly different
when served with tonic or ginger ale and it opens a whole world of new taste experiences when
mixed in gin cocktails. Brockmans is based in the United Kingdom and available throughout 55
countries worldwide.
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SHOP THE STORE
Be ginspired and discover hundreds of gins and
craft spirits online, including The Gin To My Tonic
range which you won’t find anywhere else!

NEW VIP GIN CLUB
Being a part of our VIP Gin Club, you will unlock
a number of awesome Ginny benefits including
a Surprise exclusive bottle delivered straight to
your door each month, LIVE Virtual Tastings, FREE
SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS* and 10% discount on GIN
FESTIVAL TICKETS*
*Discounts are applied automatically with an active
subscription.

VISIT US
Continue your journey of gin discovery at our HQ Bar in
Oxfordshire where you can experience Bottomless Gin Brunch,
Gin & Drag events, Afternoon G&Tea and much more!

www.thegintomytonic.com
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7. Cardiff Distillery
Cardiff Distillery is a family run distillery based on the outskirts of Cardiff. Founded in 2019, by
husband-and-wife team Paul and Julie, Cardiff Distillery is a true labour of love. Being Cardiff’s
only gin school, Cardiff Distillery offer gin experiences to create memories with your loved ones.
Expansion on contract distilling, bottling and canning services, within the warehouse, has led
to being put forward as a finalist for Scale-Up business in the Wales Food & Drink awards 2022.
The growth Cardiff Distillery have experienced in the last year has been incredible and we look
forward to the next chapter.
8. California Gin
Working with Silent Pool, the award-winning distillery, the founders Peter, and Chris have
created a range of elegant gins that conjure up the flavours they discovered during their
international travels. Think sunlit days in Orange County named after the rolling acres of
Valencian orange groves, heavy with sweet juicy fruit ripening under a warm sun. If you can’t go
in person, go in spirit.
9. Chew Valley Distillery
Located Between Bristol and Bath, Chew Valley Distillery offer a range of multi award winning,
Traditional Gins aimed at the increasing community of true gin Lovers. The growing range
is all Hand crafted by Founder and Distiller Joe Kelly using traditional Copper pot stills,
Quality Botanicals, Cheddar spring water and organic UK Grain Spirit. With accolades such
as New Distillery of the year 2021 (The Gin Guide Awards) and Best English Navy Strength Gin
2022 (World Gin Awards) They are beginning to get some much deserved recognition in the Gin
drinkers Community.
10. Colombo No.7
Founded in 1924, Rockland Distilleries was the first commercial distillery to be established in
Sri Lanka. Colombo No7 is a definitive London Dry Gin based on a 70-year-old recipe created
during WWII. With its unusual list of ingredients, Colombo No7 consists of seven spices and
botanicals - together, they create a complex aroma surrounded by a beautiful medley of subtle
spice notes which forms an unexpected harmony. Primary ingredients are juniper berries,
coriander, angelica and liquorice. Secondary ingredients are Sri Lankan cinnamon bark, curry
leaves and ginger. This gin is handcrafted in small batches from copper pot stills to create an
exceptional distilled London Dry Gin and Ration Navy Gin.
11. CORNER 53
Corner 53 is a highly experimental micro distillery based from a garden shed in the depths of
Hampshire’s South Downs. The brainchild of bartender, chef and distiller, Tom Rudman, C53
specialises in distilling products that other producers can’t or won’t (see LMP, Lemon Meringue
Pie Gin made with real pastry and lemon curd). In visiting the stand expect to be taken through
a plethora of different flavours ranging from Umami, a London dry gin distilled using Butternut
Squash, Sundried Tomatoes and Mushrooms, all the way through to their Buttered Rum, a
spiced concoction of Vanilla, Coffee and real unsalted butter.
12. Dedbest Distillery
It was the year 2020 and the world was on its knees. Friends Bob Dedman and Damian
Best had an epiphany: If they were entering a world of lockdowns, wouldn’t life be far more
tolerable if they had their very own delicious gin? The answer, unsurprisingly, was yes! And so,
measuring jugs and aprons replaced hammers and saws. A journey of gin discovery began
and The DedBest Distillery was born. Contractors Classic Dry Gin is distilled deep in the Sussex
countryside using only the finest, carefully selected botanicals. The stars of the show being
Hibiscus flower and Lemongrass. That fresh citrus burst combined with smooth floral notes give
you a gin that lives up to its “Beautifully Balanced” label. It is a drink bound by its considered
flavours but also by friendship, family and special relationships. A gin for your mum, your
grandad, your niece or your best mate!
13. Faith & Sons
Faith & Sons are dream chasers, people who live life with simplicity. Their philosophy is reflected
in the heart of their distillery and in the way they make spirits. Fuelled by passion and
encouraged by faith. Fine Modern Spirits Driven By Exploration.
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Super Cubes deliver
ice-cold G&T’s at
all The Gin to My
Tonic Events!
the Next Big Thing In your G&T
The Ice Co is super excited to announce our
partnership with The Gin to My Tonic
Meet-the-Maker Shows, to bring ice-cold
G&T’s to all attendees.

Why Super Cubes?

Super Cubes are solid chunks of crystal clear,
spring water ice, 3 times larger than standard
cubes. Their large surface area means they melt
extremely slowly but cool your drink extra
quickly, resulting in very little dilution allowing
you to enjoy the full taste of your G&T. Not only
this, but we think they look really
great in your drink….

Extra Fizz!

Slight imperfections in the cube make the tonic
water fizz more and for longer….amazing, right?
So, when making the
finest drinks, would
you want to use anything
other than the finest ice?
• 14 •
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Spot Super Cubes
in your drinks at
the shows

Game changers, once you’ve tried
them you’ll never go back! - Ocado fan
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14. Gin In A Tin
Set in the quintessentially British countryside of the Cotswolds, Gin In A Tin started as the
brainwave of the locally-known gin connoisseur, Martin Agius, founder of the renowned Gin
Pantry. A destination for gin-enthusiasts, the Gin Pantry houses a famous collection of hundreds
of gins from across the globe, for all to see, smell, sample and explore. With an infinite amount
of knowledge, coupled with years of sharing his passion for the beautiful juniper berry, Martin
began a quest to find his ultimate gin and commenced blending his own collection to share. A
partnership with his artistic daughter, Charlotte, developed and so Gin In A Tin was born!
Today the founders showcase ‘The United Colours of Juniper’. Whereby presenting their bespoke
collection of gins of distinction, that speak volumes, in stylish tins.
15. Gower Gin Company
The Gower Gin Company, an award-winning Welsh gin distillery, is owned and run by Siân and
Andrew Brooks. After a long career in Management Consultancy, Andrew is now a full-time
distiller. He is passionate about foraging, distilling and creating new recipes. Siân is now
involved in the gin business full-time after a career lecturing and teaching French and Spanish.
Siân has been obsessed with finding the perfect Breton jumper to match the Gower Gin label.
16. Hensol Castle Distillery
Hensol Castle Distillery is the UK’s only spirits distillery located in a 17th century castle. Only 20
minutes from Cardiff city centre and located in 650 acres of stunning countryside, our facilities
comprise of a gin and spirits distillery, visitor experience, gin school, cocktail masterclasses plus
a contract bottling plant. Hensol Castle Distillery produce the premium, award winning Hensol
Castle range of gins – Welsh Dry / Strawberry & Hibiscus and a Blood Orange, our Benjamin
Hall range of gins and a vodka and Trulo- a range of lower calorie cocktail liqueurs. Wherever
possible, local ingredients are used and botanicals as provenance is key to their high quality
with water used from their own estate.
17. Horseguards
Refined and elegant, our award-winning Horse Guards London Dry Gin has been crafted with
precision and passion by our master distillers. Our gin boasts a predominant juniper flavour,
expertly balanced with juicy citrus notes and just a hint of spice. Smooth, with a long finish, it’s
perfect in a gin and tonic, as well as more exotic cocktails. This, quite simply, is gin as it’s meant
to be. Horseguards Raspberry and Cranberry Pink is a premium gin which combines the natural
sweetness of raspberries with the subtle tang of cranberries, bringing you a sweet aroma to
complement the authentic berry flavour. It’s outrageously delicious!
18. Kyngs Gin
KYNGS was born with freedom at its heart. Premium and small-batch, KYNGS London Dry
Gin is made with earthy notes of juniper, coriander and angelica, and infused with the zing of
grapefruit and orange peel. So exquisitely distilled that it is perfectly served both neat over ice as
well as with a favourite tonic, lemonade or in a cocktail. KYNGS believe that animals and people
should be free to co-exist in peace and they are proud to partner with the charity Born Free to
help build a future where threatened and endangered species are protected for generations
to come. KYNGS are also committed to donating 25% of their profits to this incredible cause to
help protect animals in the wild and in captivity.‘Come and see us to find your perfect serve, try
a sample or just to find out more.’
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GINDIVIDUAL
YOUR GIN, YOUR WAY
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CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE GIN BLEND AT
www.thegintomytonic.com/store

SHARE WITH US YOUR CREATION | #thegintomytonic |
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19. Locksley Distilling
Distilling A small, independent distillery based in the heart of Sheffield, making their flagship
Sir Robin of Locksley Gin, the centrepiece of the core range. As well as gin, they make rums,
vodkas, and liqueurs, and are also proud to work on other contract projects, and collaborations.
Although they acknowledge that they will never be the biggest distillery around, they strive
to be the best. Their home in Portland Works, a Victorian cutlery factory and the birthplace of
stainless steel, is open for tasting tours and their ever popular gin school.
20. Marrakech Gin
Working with Silent Pool, the award-winning distillery, the founders Peter, and Chris have
created a range of elegant gins that conjure up the flavours they discovered during their
international travels. Imagine the warm spices wafting through the sultry air in the busy souks
of Marrakech. Infused with bright citrus and fragrant Moroccan spice, this gin is inspired by the
wonderful tastes and aromas of Marrakech. If you can’t go in person, go in spirit.
21. Monmouth Gin
Monmouth Gin is a multi-award winning gin produced in the market town of Monmouth. Their
gin is a London dry style with 10 botanicals, and it has a very pronounced citrus taste. Some of
the botanicals used are foraged locally such as the Rosehips and Blackberry leaves. Their Pink gin
builds on their London Dry but is rested on a bed of chuckleberries and cranberries. Monmouth
Gin have also infused the water used in the process with Rose Quartz and Jade crystals.
22. Mor Ladron Rum
From the company that brough you Gower Gin. Organic rum made from the finest Cuban
molasses and rested in reclaimed oak barrels. Aged and spiced to perfection. Including Gold
Medal Winning Honey Spiced Rum.
23. Old Bakery Gin
Old Bakery Gin As served in Buckingham Palace! Plumber Ian Puddick bought an old bakery in
2012, whilst converting it into an office. During a legal dispute over ownership of the chimney,
Ian learnt that the bakers once made illicit gin at the bakery. Ian tracked down the original
recipe which only has 4 botanicals and resurrected the gin. The range also now includes Old
Bakery Rum.
24. Pilgrims
Nestled on the Balmungo Estate, overlooking the famous historical town of St. Andrews,
Scotland, you’ll discover the home of Pilgrim’s Gin. Premium, small-batch and unique, their
handcrafted gins and liqueurs are made with innovation, passion, and care, the Pilgrim’s
Way. Their flagship gin is made with the earthy notes of juniper, coriander, and angelica,
complimented with the sweet flavour of grapefruit and beautifully blended with Blackcurrant.
The range also now includes Premium Pink infused with wild berries and watermelon, and
three liqueurs including Strawberry & Black Pepper, Raspberry & Ginger & Blueberry & Basil.
25. Pothecary Gin
Pothecary Gin was created with a passion for organic, handcrafted and above all, artisan
produce in mind. The process of separate distillations for each of the botanicals delivers enviable
quality, with incomparable aromas and flavours, that are then blended to create unique and
distinctive gins. Pothecary Gin is made in ultrasmall batches using local spring water and is
certified organic by The Soil Association.
26. Reaper’s Rum
A Spiced Rum to Die For!! Calling time on traditional methods, the team at Reaper’s wanted to
add some soul to the rum market. A dark rum spiced with coffee, vanilla and chilli.
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27. Rutland Square Gin
Inspired by travel, Rutland Square Gin is a premium boutique craft gin carefully created in
Edinburgh (Scotland) drawing on inspiration from the East. Rutland Square Gin combines
tea from Dibrugarh Assam and the purest water from Scotland; mixing two cultures to create
a unique and memorable sipping gin. Rutland Square Gin aims to encompass its unique
heritage, history and travel whilst spelling ultimate luxury and pure regalia through the botanics
in the liquid, the opulent bottle and the royal gold and white packaging.
28. Rock Rose Gin
Dunnet Bay Distillers are a family business located in the spectacular bay of Dunnet in
Scotland, where the freshest of air and finest of water are in abundance. They are the UK’s
most northernly based distillery, established in 2014. They hand distil slowly, thoughtfully, and
passionately to create their exceptional award-winning products, Rock Rose Gin, and
Holy Grass Vodka.
29. Sixtowns Gin, Rum and Vodka
Sixtowns Gin by Bros Distillery is a family run business located in the heart of the country in
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire. The Sixtowns brand is known for its unique ceramic bottle design
and delicious drinks and cocktails! Each bottle of Sixtowns is handcrafted in small batches to
their secret family recipe, bottled and labelled by hand with pride for their heritage and the
landscape. Every bottle of Sixtowns presents to you a unique story of history. Stop by and see
the team today for refreshing Sixtowns G&Ts, pornstar martinis and Singapore slings along with
their signature spiced rum and coke!
30. Spirit of Wales
A new no-nonsense distillery based in Newport, South Wales with a range of gins, and rums
inspired by the people, landscapes, and passion of the Welsh. Drawing on inspiration from
the landscapes and communities in Wales, the Newport distillery has created Steeltown
commemorative spirits, and their curiosity range of Dragon’s Breath spiced Rum, with a new
smoked collection too. Steeltown Welsh Dry Gin is packed with the finest botanicals, bursts of
citrus, and resinous juniper. Steeltown Blueberry Welsh Gin is naturally sweetened with heather
tips and blueberries.
31. Steeple Chase Distillery
Distilled furlongs from the Home of Jump Racing since our launch in 2020, our aim is to
produce a range of Spirits in Cheltenham that are synonymous with the Town in which they
were brought to life. Located in the heart of this beautiful Regency town, our multi-award
winning Distiller and our gin are something for Cheltenham to be proud of, paying homage
to the history and heritage of Horse Racing. Equally, we are proud of our small scale operation.
Hand selecting the very best botanicals, and utilising traditional methods to produce a range of
gins that have uncompromising quality and taste
32. Stockport Gin
Stockport Gin was founded by owners, Paul and Cheryl and was created out of their love of craft
gins and wanting to put Stockport on the ‘gin map’! They started out distilling at home in their
garage but now work from a town centre distillery where they also have a shop and offer tours
and events. Paul & Cheryl produce their range of multi-award winning gins themselves and are
involved in each and every step of the process - foraging botanicals, distilling, bottling, labelling
and the all-important job – taste testing!
33. Sweet Potato Spirit Company
Based in Pershore, Worcestershire The Sweet Potato Spirit Company make Sweet Potato
Spirits. With Spirit. Crisp gins. Smooth Liqueurs. Pure Vodkas. Fabulous Rums. A modern-day
Gold Medal winning twist on the moonshines that started it all. Their UK-first range created to
satisfy the most discerning drinker no matter the occasion. The Sweet Potato Spirit Company
have won multiple awards since they launched in 2016. ‘The World Food Innovation Award’ for
‘Best New Artisan Spirit’ and have won medals in four different highly respected World Spirit
Competitions as well as recently adding five Great Taste Awards to their trophy cabinet.
34. The Rum Boxx
The rum boxx offers a craft rum monthly with a delightful box of goodies to perfectly
compliment the full bottle you receive.
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35. The Only Way Is Gin
“The Real Spirit of Essex” Gin. An award-winning premium quality gin that captures the real spirit of
Essex. Exciting – Flamboyant – Yet Smooth & Sophisticated. Nikki set out to create a gin that shouts
out proudly about where it’s from. This gin is handcrafted using traditional methods, yet the design
is modern – celebrating the beauty of Essex with a fresh approach. Come and try our new Raspberry
Pink Gin. Pink Gin....but not as you know it. It both tastes like gin and the fruit it is made from.
We’re sure you agree, The Only Way really is Gin!
36. Wattshot UK
ELECTRIFY YOUR TASTE BUDS. The new way to drink gin. A playful, innovative and adventurous
drink designed to disrupt the spirits market, WATTSHOT offers a unique drinking experience.
Created by flavour-master Stuart Logan, WATTSHOT is a smooth and sophisticated premium
gin that has a unique a clean and botanical flavour, with an electrifying finish. It is this unique
mouth sensation that gives WATTSHOT it’s name. Crafted as a shot, WATTSHOT works equally
well in cocktails and as a shooter and delivers a spark of joy for that upbeat moment.
37. West Winds Gin
Founded in 2010, West Winds is a story of mateship, kinship and steering an uncharted course
together - often over coming incredible adversity along the way. It’s fair to say that they’ve always
kept their eye on the vision to celebrate the unique botanicals of this ancient land, and to forge
a new path for their distinct Australian gins on the World’s stage. It took them 12 months and
45 distillations to develop their first two gins, the Sabre and the Cutlass, before they even had
officially launched in the market. They value their land and proudly source local ingredients
directly from growers, choosing to use environmentally sustainable produce where possible
including Banksia Honey, Native Bush Tomatoes, Davidson Plums, Native Thyme, Lemon Myrtle,
Cinnamon Myrtle, Strawberry Gum Leaves, Sloe Berries and Sea Parsley to name a few.
38. Welsh Witch Craft Spirits
Born in North Wales and founded by the Welsh Witch, Wild Moon are creators of small batch
premium craft spirits. Their core products are distilled using Welsh water, then bottled, hand
labelled and hand-waxed in their very own Wild Moon Distillery in North Wales. Wild Moon use
folklore inspired botanicals and base their core range around the Celtic pagan Wheel of the
Year. Also featuring Welsh Witch Rum; a silky smooth, spiced rum.
39. Wing Walker Rum
A historical trademark, the original Wing Walker Rum disappeared in the 1960’s but was
discovered by Innovatus Drinks Company and brought to a fresh new life! Their brands have
historical connections, all are trademarks which – for whatever reason – have disappeared.
Innovatus Drinks have succeeded in developing an exceptionally smooth and silky rum which
can be enjoyed on its own. They wanted to create something adventurous that will appeal to
their current gin drinking clientele and excite rum drinkers too. Wing Walker in particular is part
of the sense of adventure that Innovatus Drinks like to offer through all their brands, a chance
for people to try a new spirit and for rum aficionados to experience a new taste.
40. Worthing Gin
Making their debut for 2022, this traditional distilled Sussex Dry Gin has a distinct Rosemary
twist which gives Worthing Gin its unique flavour made from natural botanicals including
Juniper berries, Coriander seeds, Angelica root, Sweet Orange Peel and Rosemary leaves plus
Sussex Springwater. The last 2 years since launch have been a challenge but within that time,
Alison and Phil have been busy with their chief distiller Tom and developed four very unique
and smooth flavours.
41. Zymurgorium
Two brothers, one idea…and a million more. Launched in Manchester in 2015 and the first
registered still in greater Manchester in a humble shed in northern moor with foraged
botanicals, Zymurgorium was born from a love of all things botanical and scientific, a passion
that continues through to the present day. The very name encapsulates this, combining
‘zymurgy’, the scientific study of brewing & distilling and ‘emporium’ meaning shop. The
brothers remain the driving force behind the brand today, where they continue to weave
fantasy and myth into everyday life through the Zymurgorium universe. The journey continues in
their state-of-the-art facility in Irlam, where they create, distill and bottle all their own products.
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THE UK’S LARGEST
GIN FESTIVAL TOUR IS
COMING TO A CITY NEAR YOU
www.thegintomytonic.com.com/tickets

Meet-the-Makers Shows

GIN SAMPLING FROM OVER 50 BRANDS . MASTERCLASSES . WORKSHOPS
Aberdeen 26th-27th August | Edinburgh 10th-11th September | Glasgow 28th-30th October |
Manchester 25th-26th November |
NEW FOR 2022! A bigger focus on Craft Rum. There really is somthing for everyone within our shows!

Festivals
BARS STOCKING OVER 120 GINS & CRAFT SPIRITS . GIN SAMPLING . LIVE MUSIC . FOOD
2022
Sailsbury 16th July | Exeter 23rd July | Reading 5th-6th August | London12th-13th August | Bristol 3rd
September | Swindon 7th-8th October | Bournemouth 14th-15th October | Nottingham 19th November |
Cheltenham 9th-10th December

2023

Winchester 4th February | Liverpool 11th March | Norwich 18th March | Birmingham 25th March |
Faringdon, Oxfordshire 2nd - 3rd June |
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THE
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